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STEAM PLANT SUPERVISOR I

This is supervisory work in the operation of steam boilers for heating purposes.
Employees in this class function as the supervisor of operations in smaller, less complex steam plants;
or as assistant supervisors in the larger and/or more complex steam plants. Employees ensure
adequate coverage through establishing shift schedules, order fuel and monitor its consumption,
ensure that water treatment programs are followed and that employees adhere to maintenance
procedures, provide for the training of new employees, and maintain records on fuel used, steam
produced, and efficiency.  Work is performed under the general supervision of a plant maintenance
supervisor.

I. SUPERVISORY/MANAGERIAL FUNCTIONS:

Planning - Sets work schedules to maintain adequate coverage.

Organizing and Directing Makes adjustments in shift schedule to accommodate worker absences.

Budgeting - Projects fuel, parts, and supplies costs over a period of generally one year. Makes
emergency purchases and monitors expenditures.

Training - Provides on-the-job training to new employees

Setting Work Standards - Explains established work rules to employees. May modify rules concerning
shift schedules, the frequency and extent of scheduled checks on boiler operation, water treatment, etc.

Reviewing Work - Monitors the work of subordinates by reviewing logs and observing work in progress.

Counseling and Disciplining - Resolves minor problems. Refers more serious disciplinary problems or
grievances to a higher level for resolution.

Performing Other Personnel Functions - Interviews prospective employees and recommends selection
to a higher level. Reviews performance of employees and recommends salary adjustments. Makes
recommendations on dismissals to supervisor.

II. SCOPE AND NATURE OF WORK SUPERVISED:

Dynamics of Work Supervised - Periodically adjusts to new or improved equipment, changes in type of
fuel, and government requirements concerning fuel usage or stack emissions.

Variety of Work Supervised - Supervises the operation and routine maintenance of steam boilers and
related equipment.

Number of Employees Responsible For - 5 to 10.

III. EXTENT OF SUPERVISION RECEIVED: Day-to-day operation of the steam plant is performed
independently. Monthly reports are reviewed to determine overall efficiency of operations.

IV. SPECIAL ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS: Supervision of shifts.
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V. RECRUITMENT STANDARDS:

Knowledges, Skills and Abilities - Considerable knowledge of the operation of boilers and related
equipment. Considerable knowledge of the maintenance requirements of boilers and related
equipment. Ability to plan work operations. Ability to effectively train and supervise other workers.
Ability to maintain accurate records. Ability to perform elementary arithmetic computations.

Minimum Education and Experience - Completion of high school and three years of experience in the
operation and maintenance of steam boilers or an equivalent combination of education and experience.


